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**Abstract**

Common beech is one of the most widespread and important European tree species, widely used in timber industry and for energy production. Under specific set of complex factors, it facultatively develops false heartwood, which considerably decreases market demand and value of processed logs. Due to its properties, false heartwood is more susceptible to attack of wood decay fungi, which leads to further loss of wood quality and value. One of the most common fungi able to cause heart rot in beech is *Meripilus giganteus*, known for its spread in the basal parts of the tree, where it can affect most valuable sections of round wood. The aims of this study were to monitor the distribution of fungus and appearance of its fruiting bodies in research area, and to analyze the extent of fungus impact on shape and size of false heartwood and occurrence and length of rot in infected trees, while taking into account the observed stem damage as a possible influential factor. Fruiting bodies occurrence, life span and position on a tree were monitored during a six-year period. For trees with confirmed infection, stem damage was evaluated and appointed to one of four size classes. False heartwood shape and share in associated stem cross-section were observed and measured on 1–4 cross-sections per tree at different heights, and compared between infected and uninfected trees. If present, length of wood decay extent on butt-log was measured. The obtained results confirmed increased susceptibility of mature trees to infection, which seemed to occur mostly via roots from where mycelium spread into stem base. It was found that *Meripilus giganteus* has a significant impact on enlargement and change of FH shape from cloud- to star-like, up to approximately 5 m of the stem height, thus causing devaluation of the first assortments. The presence of rot was confirmed on the majority of infected trees, extending averagely 0.5 m into the first processed log, causing the loss of utilisable volume and thus the value of round wood. Stem damage category showed no significant effect on false heartwood or rot, supporting the prevailing impact of the fungus.
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**1. Introduction**

Common beech (*Fagus sylvatica* L.) is one of the most widespread forest tree species in Europe, found longitudinally from the Cantabrian Mountains in the west to the Carpathians and Balkan Mountains in the east, and latitudinally from Sicily in the south to Sweden and Norway in the north, on the area of approximately 49 million ha (Magri 2008, Pretzsch et al. 2015). It is extensively distributed in Croatia as well, occupying more than 36% of the total forest area, from lowlands to mountains (100–1200 m above sea level), and with a share of more than 37% in the total growing wood stock (Vukelić and Baričević 2003, Čavlović 2010, Anon. 2016). Due to its high adaptability to different soil and climate conditions, common beech is an ecologically and economically very important European species, widely used in timber industry and a renewable energy sector (Zell et al. 2004, Liu et al. 2005, Klement and Vilkovská 2018, Marenč et al. 2005, Klement and Vilkovská 2018, Marenč et al.
2020). In Croatian forestry, common beech is expected to account for more than 35% of annual cut volume in the period from 2016 to 2025, with a total production of 11,213,479 m³ of processed logs and 13,372,351 m³ of fuelwood (Anon. 2016).

One of the main factors having a considerable effect on the quality and value of processed beech assortments are heart defects, particularly false heartwood (Prka et al. 2009, Račko and Čunderlík 2010, Marenče et al. 2020). In beech, it develops facultatively as an abnormal formation associated with the death of living cells and a discoloration of their contents (Panshin and Zeeuw 1970), and is also referred to as red heart, red heartwood, facultative colored heartwood or red core (Torelli 1984, Sachsse 1991, Wernsdörfer et al. 2005, Bosshard 2013). In comparison to normally developed heartwood in other tree species, it is characterized by uneven brown to red color and different shapes, with borders usually not coinciding with annual growth rings (Sachsse 1991). Although it has not been proven that false heartwood (FH) is of significantly impaired mechanical, technological or adhesive ability properties in comparison with normal beech wood (Seeling and Sachsse 1992, Pöhler et al. 2006), it is much less valued and demanded in the market, achieving more than 50% lower prices in some cases (Zell et al. 2004). Research conducted in Germany revealed that occurrence of FH can cause the annual income loss of 5.1 million € (Richter 2001). This is mostly due to depreciated aesthetic value, which decreases or completely excludes utilization of red heart beech logs in the veneer and furniture industry (Molnár et al. 2001, Zell et al. 2004, Hapla and Ohnesorge 2005). Substances found in FH, besides diminishing visual properties, significantly reduce the permeability of wood to liquids, affecting the impregnation processes of beech logs (Babiak et al. 1990, Seeling 1998). The presence of FH also has an effect on the log drying quality, both in terms of more complicated and slower process and final results, primarily color (Marinescu et al. 2010, Barariski et al. 2017).

Although the genesis of FH has still not been completely clarified, different authors agree that it is initiated when oxygen enters the stem through wounds or dead tissue, diffuses in the axial direction and gets into contact with parenchyma cells (Zycha 1948, Kucera and Pohler 1988, Seeling 1998, Koch et al. 2000, Knöke 2003, Račko and Čunderlík 2010). This causes oxidation of soluble hydrocarbons and starch in living or partially dead parenchyma cells and production of dark colored polyphenols which are responsible for the change of wood visual appearance (Koch et al. 2001). Simultaneously tyloses are formed from parenchyma cells, blocking the vessels as a part of tree defense mechanism (Zycha 1948, Necesany 1966, Račko and Čunderlík 2010). Dehydration of the central stem tissue and related decrease in vitality of the parenchyma cells are believed to be a prerequisite for this process (Zycha 1948, Torelli 1984, Bauch and Koch 2001). It is considered that the occurrence and size of FH increase with tree age, stem diameter and number and size of bark wounds and stem bifurcations, which represent potential oxygen entrance points into the stem (Mahler and Höwecke 1991, Walter and Kucera 1991, Knöke 2003, Sorz and Hietz 2008, Prka et al. 2009, Schmidt et al. 2011, Račko et al. 2018). Growth conditions in the forest stand that have effect on wood quality, such as soil nutrition complex on forest site, can also affect heartwood formation according to some studies (Büren 1997, Fürst et al. 2006), although this requires more clarification (Torelli 1984).

Some research indicates that oxygen itself is not a sufficient trigger for the FH formation and that the activity of microorganisms is involved (Albert et al. 2003, Sorz and Hietz 2008). Despite the fact that tyloses, polyphenols and other substances found in FH have an inhibiting effect on spread of pathogens (Oven et al. 2010), bacteria and fungi are still able to invade wood tissue and cause intensification and further spread of discoloration (Shigo and Hillis 1973). Abnormal, spattering FH shapes are usually linked to fungal activity (Necesany 1958, Sachsse 1991). Subsequently, wood-decay fungi are also able to colonize FH and degrade the cell-wall substances, causing the loss of mechanical wood properties, formation of heart rot and further devaluation of beech timber (Wernsdörfer et al. 2005, Trenciansky et al. 2017). Since polyphenols and other defence substances are not equally distributed in the FH, progress of wood-decay fungi in this tissue is uneven and rot is often of heterogeneous, mosaic appearance (Glavaš 1999).

One of the commonly found wood-decay fungi on beech, which is able to surpass defense barriers and cause heart rot, is Meripilus giganteus (Pers.) P. Karst., also known as Giant Polypore. The species is widely distributed across Europe, where it grows on roots and stem bases of live deciduous and coniferous trees and on fallen trees trunks and stumps (Kišpatici 1980, Krisai-Greilhuber 1992, Schwarze and Fink 1998, Zmitrovich et al. 2019). It is characterized as a pathogenic saprotroph, predominantly occurring on beech and oak trees that have reached a certain age and size and suffered of wounding (Zmitrovich et al. 2015, Zmitrovich et al. 2019). The fungus causes white rot (Ryvarden and Gilbertson 1994, Ryvarden and Melo 2017), which means it decomposes the major structural...
polymers in wood cell walls, lignin, cellulose and hemicellulose. Schwarze and Fink (1998) described this process in more detail, discovering that the fungus degrades pectin-rich middle lamellae after delignification of secondary cell wall, leaving a conspicuous hollowing of multiserial xylem rays in beech wood. The presence of the fungus mycelium inside a beech tree can be recognized on the stem surface only when it forms fruiting bodies, i.e. basidiocarps, which are annual and usually appear in summer and/or autumn (Krisai-Greilhuber 1992, Božac 2003, Friedrich 2006, Schmidt 2006). *M. giganteus* develops large clusters of multiple fan-shaped to spatulate fruiting bodies 3‒18 cm wide and long with tapering base, growing from strong common stem (Božac 2003, Tomiczek et al. 2007, Zmitrovich et al. 2019). The fungus requires a significant mycelial mass for the development of its sporulation (Bondartsev 1953), forming basidiocarp clusters up to 1.5 m in diameter (Nienhaus et al. 1996, Arač 2005, Schmidt 2006, Tomiczek et al. 2007, Jordan 2011).

In the study conducted by Arač (2005) on diversity of wood-decay fungi in common beech stands in Croatia, *M. giganteus* was found to be the most frequent wood-decay fungus present on living trees and one of the most abundant on stumps, pointing to its significance as a factor affecting quality of beech timber. Therefore, this research was conducted as a follow-up to the previous one, aiming to gain more insight into the role of this fungus in development of beech FH and heart rot and subsequently into its impact on the devaluation of beech processed logs. The objectives were to:

⇒ estimate the distribution of the fungus and propose guidelines for its recognition by monitoring the appearance and development of fruiting bodies and taking notes on their position on the tree

⇒ determine the effect of *M. giganteus* infection on FH shape by comparing shape categories between infected and uninfected trees

⇒ determine the impact of *M. giganteus* infection on FH size by comparing its share in cross-sections at different stem heights in infected and uninfected trees

⇒ discover the impact of stem damage on shape and size of FH and presence and spread of associated rot by evaluating the size of mechanical damage on infected trees

⇒ check the extension of *M. giganteus* caused rot into the processed beech logs by measuring its length.

2. Materials and Methods

Occurrence of *Meripilus giganteus* fruiting bodies on trees was monitored in 2005 and in the period from 2010 to 2015 in even-aged common beech forest stands (subcompartments) situated in six forest management units under the jurisdiction of Forest Administration Koprivnica, Croatian Forests Ltd. (Fig. 1). During the six-year monitoring, *Meripilus giganteus* fruiting bodies were observed on 154 common beech trees in 17 even-aged forest stands in the research area (Table 1). Of those, 74 trees (54 cut + 20 windthrown) were chosen for further analysis, together with additional 75 trees without signs of *Meripilus giganteus* infection. All 154 infected trees were marked and their DBH (diameter at breast height) measured. For each infected tree, mechanical stem damage was evaluated and classified according to methodology developed by Čavlović and Božić (2008), with minor modifications, into following categories:

![Fig. 1 Area of Forest Administration Koprivnica, Croatian Forests Ltd., where research was conducted](image-url)
⇒ Undamaged stem, with no visible mechanical damage
⇒ Slightly damaged stem, with total damaged surface area ≤3 dm$^2$
⇒ Moderately damaged stem, with total damaged surface area >3 and ≤10 dm$^2$
⇒ Highly damaged stem, with total damaged surface area >10 dm$^2$

Table 1 Stand and site characteristics of 17 forest stands (subcompartments) where M. giganteus infected trees were found, with number of observed and analyzed infected trees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subcompartment Management unit</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Soil quality class$^1$</th>
<th>Average stand height m</th>
<th>Height above sea level m</th>
<th>Growing stock m$^3$/ha</th>
<th>Number of infected trees/analyzed trees$^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41b Polum-Medenjak</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>I/II</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>195–225</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>42/28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42a Polum-Medenjak</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>I/II</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>200–230</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>41/22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41a Polum-Medenjak</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>I/II</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>195–225</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>19/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44b Novigradska planina</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>220–250</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>11/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43a Polum-Medenjak</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>I/II</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>200–240</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>7/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44a Novigradska planina</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>215–260</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>6/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41c Polum-Medenjak</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>I/II</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>190–205</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>6/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93a Polum-Medenjak</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>210–270</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>4/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73a Kalnik-Kolačka</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>I/II</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>175–235</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>4/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45d Polum-Medenjak</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>220–230</td>
<td>559</td>
<td>3/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39d Dugačko brdo</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>210–260</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>3/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4a Polum-Medenjak</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>190–250</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>2/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37b Polum-Medenjak</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>I/II</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>190–220</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>2/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60c Polum-Medenjak</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>210–260</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>1/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14a Mesarica-Plavo</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>190–250</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>1/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25c Đurđevačka Bilogora</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>205–260</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>1/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33a Dugačko brdo</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>210–270</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>1/1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^1$ Forest stand soil quality classes from most to least productive ones are marked as: I, II, III and IV
$^2$ Number of infected trees is number of trees with observed M. giganteus infection per subcompartment, and number of analyzed trees is number of infected trees which were windthrown or cut for further false heartwood analysis in each subcompartment
* Subcompartments in which some of the infected trees were selected for further analysis are given in bold
Time of fruiting bodies emergence and their life span were monitored weekly during August, September and October from 2012 to 2015. Position on a tree was recorded for each developed group of fruiting bodies during the entire research period.

In total, 74 infected trees in the 11 subcompartments were selected for further FH analysis, amongst the ones which were windthrown or cut according to forest management plans during the research period (Table 1). Diameter of FH and stem without bark were measured on 1–4 cross-sections per tree at different heights, depending on the wood assortment classification and processing. For both parameters, mean value of minimum and maximum diameter rounded down to full centimeter was used for further calculations of FH share in the associated stem cross-section. For 54 regularly cut trees the height of the first cross-section was 0.3 m, whilst for 20 windthrown ones this height varied between 0.5 and 1.5 m. Shapes of FH at the given cross-sections were observed and classified as cloud-, star-, flame-shaped or irregular (Mahler and Höwecke 1991, Sachsse 1991, Seeling 1998) (Fig. 2). In 50 infected trees, the length of rot associated with FH was measured in longitudinal section of the first, economically most valuable wood assortment.

As 68% of the analyzed infected trees were selected in the MU Polum-Mednjenak (PM), subcompartments 41b (20 cut + 8 windthrown) and 42a (12 cut + 10 windthrown) (Table 1), uninfected trees for comparative analysis were selected in the same forest stands, in the vicinity to the infected ones, to avoid any possible effect of stand or site characteristics on the results. For 36 common beech trees without signs of Meripilus giganteus infection, cut in the subcompartment PM 42a, false heartwood share in the associated stem cross-section was measured and calculated at the height of 0.3 m and one or two additional heights along the stem, as described for infected trees. For additional 39 trees without signs of Meripilus giganteus infection, cut in the subcompartment PM 41b, FH share in the associated cross-section was measured and calculated and its shape determined at the height of 0.3 m, as described above.

The share of FH in stem cross-section at 0.3 m height was compared among M. giganteus infected and uninfected trees in two most affected forest stands, subcompartments PM 41b and PM 42a, using Factorial ANOVA. For the $p<0.05$, Tukey HSD test was used to show which categories make a significant difference. Linear regression analysis was conducted to detect the effect of stem height on FH share for both groups of trees from subcompartment PM 42a, for which data on at least two different heights were available. As stem height showed to be a significant predictor, a One-way ANCOVA was performed to compare the FH share between infected and uninfected trees whilst accounting for this variable. Since ANCOVA results revealed the violation of homogeneity of regression slopes assumption, indicating an interaction between M. giganteus infection status and stem height, Potthoff modified Johnson-Neyman method was employed to define the value of the stem height at which infected and uninfected trees differ significantly regarding the share of FH in stem cross-section. Fisher’s exact test was used to explore the effect of stem damage category on FH share at 0.3 m stem height and on presence of rot in infected trees. Association between tree infection status and FH shape at 0.3 m stem height was analyzed using a chi-square test of independence. One-way ANOVA was used to test if there is statistically significant difference in length of rot in a butt-log and FH share at the height of 0.3 m across different stem damage categories. Analyses were performed in software package Statistica 10 (StatSoft Inc. 2011).

3. Results

Infected trees observed in this research (154) were 99 to 133 years old (averagely 114±7), distributed in DBH classes ranging from 32.5 to 112.5 cm, with most of them belonging to 77.5 cm DBH class (Fig. 3). The first appearance of fruiting bodies on a tree was noted on August 10 at the earliest and on October 31 at the latest in the year. Life span of fruiting bodies on a tree in one season was 4.2 weeks on average, with minimum of one and maximum of nine weeks (Appendix A, Fig. A1). It was observed that massive sporulation visible as white powder occurs in the third and fourth week of basidiocarp development. In total there were 345 findings of M. giganteus fruiting bodies during the
entire research period, of which 280 were only on root collars, 21 only on roots and 44 on both at the same time and on the same tree (Fig. 4). They developed on 69 trees with undamaged stem. As for the mechanically wounded ones, the fungus was observed on roots and root collars of 46 trees with slightly, 18 with moderately and 21 with highly damaged stems.

### 3.1 Impact of *Meripilus giganteus* on False Heartwood Shape

All analyzed infected trees (74) and 73 (of 75) uninfected trees revealed the presence of FH on all inspected cross-sections. Analysis of the FH shape noted on 231 cross-sections at different stem heights in 74 infected trees showed that star-shaped FH prevailed in lower and cloud-shaped FH in higher parts of the stem (Fig. 5).

For 54 infected and 39 uninfected regularly cut trees, FH shape on the front end of a butt-log was
observed at 0.3 m height. Fisher’s exact test revealed that there is no significant association between the stem damage category and the shape of FH at this height in infected trees ($p=0.190$). At the given height, most of the infected trees (47) displayed star-shaped FH, followed by four, two and one tree with irregular, flame-shaped and cloud-shaped FH, respectively. On the majority of these trees, the shape of FH changed along the stem, with 32 trees revealing two and 13 trees three different FH shapes. As for the uninfected trees, FH at 0.3 m height was cloud-shaped on 23, star-shaped on nine, flame-shaped on five and not present on two cross-sections. A chi-square test of independence revealed a significant relationship between tree infection status, i.e. *Meripilus giganteus* presence and shape of FH at the height of 0.3 m [$X^2 (3, N=60)=29.82, p<0.001$].

### 3.2 Impact of *Meripilus giganteus* on False Heartwood Size

The share of FH at 0.3 m height in *M. giganteus* infected trees was 70.63% on average ($SD=13.78$%), whilst in uninfected trees it was 26.89% ($SD=11.90$%). Statistically significant effect of stem damage category on FH share at this height was not confirmed by a One-way ANOVA [$F (3, 50)=1.085; p=0.364$]. The share of FH at 0.3 m was compared between 32 infected and 73 uninfected trees from two most affected forest stands, subcompartments PM 41b and PM 42a. Factorial ANOVA test revealed that FH share at the given height was significantly different between infected and uninfected trees ($F (1, 102)=276.51; p=0.001$), whereas there was no statistically significant difference between trees from different subcompartments, 41b and 42a ($F (1, 102)=3.164; p=0.078$). Tukey HSD post hoc test confirmed these results (Table 2).

Linear regression analysis of stem height effect on FH share was performed on 12 infected (32 cross-sections) and 32 uninfected (71 cross-sections) trees from the same forest stand, subcompartment PM 42a. Results revealed that: a) FH share could be statistically significantly predicted based on stem height in both infected [$F (1, 30)=14.11, p<0.001$] and uninfected trees [$F (1, 69)=48.04, p<0.001$]; and b) FH share decreased in infected ($R^2=0.32$) and increased in uninfected trees ($R^2=0.41$) with the increase of stem height (Fig. 6).

A one-way ANCOVA showed a significant difference between regression coefficients for two groups of trees ($t=-6.920, p<0.001$), meaning that tree infection status affects the association between stem height and FH share. Potthoff modified Johnson-Neyman method established that infected trees have statistically significantly higher FH share at stem height ≤5.3 m and that there is no significant difference in FH share between infected and uninfected trees at stem height from 5.3 m to 9 m (Fig. 6).

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Uninfected trees/PM 42a</th>
<th>Uninfected trees/PM 41b</th>
<th>Infected trees/PM 42a</th>
<th>Infected trees/PM 41b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uninfected trees/PM 42a</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.9652</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uninfected trees/PM 41b</td>
<td>0.9652</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infected trees/PM 42a</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.2732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infected trees/PM 41b</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.2732</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6 Linear regression analysis of effect of stem height on false heartwood share in *M. giganteus* infected and uninfected common beech trees, showing stem height value interval where difference in FH share between groups of trees is statistically significant ($p<0.05$) based on Potthoff modified Johnson-Neyman method.
3.3 Occurrence and Size of Rot in Infected Trees

Rot was present on stump and front end of a butt-log in 60 of 74 analyzed infected trees (Fig. 7). Fisher’s exact test revealed that there is no significant association between stem damage category and presence of rot \( (p=0.336) \). The length of rot in the longitudinal section of a butt-log was measured for 50 trees, where there was no observable impact of other factors on its spread along the stem, such as crown damage or tree wilt, which could contribute to the presence of other rot fungi. The length of rot in a butt-log varied from 0.1 to 1.3 m, with an average value of 0.5 m (SD=0.29 m). Statistically significant difference in length of rot among stem damage categories was not determined by One-way ANOVA \( [F (3, 46)=0.853, p=0.472] \).

Wood-decay fungi are mostly wound penetrating pathogens. However, in this study there was a significant number of infected trees (45%) without any visible stem damage, and notifications of highly damaged uninfected trees in their close proximity (data not shown), implying that stem damage does not have a decisive effect on infection. This could be explained with fungus preference to infections via old dead or damaged large roots, as stated by Schwarze et al. (2000). However, basidiocarps were predominantly found on root collars and to a lesser extent on roots, indicating the spread of fungal mycelium in stem base, where it could affect properties and value of the first wood assortment. In addition to 74 \( M. giganteus \) infected trees, which revealed FH on all analyzed stem cross-sections, 73 out of 75 uninfected trees in this research developed FH as well. This confirms the broadly accepted hypothesis that FH formation is under the influence of factors other than fungal infections, in this case most probably the maturity and increased diameter of trees, as proposed by Prka et al. (2009), which is linked to decreased moisture content and vitality of parenchyma cells in central stem (Zycha 1948, Torelli 1984, Bauch and Koch 2001). It was thus assumed that the activity of \( M. giganteus \) causes enlargement and change of already present FH in infected beech trees, decreasing mechanical and aesthetic properties of processed logs and leading to further loss of value, as noted by several authors for wood-decay fungi in general (Wernsdörfer et al. 2005, Treciansky et al. 2017, Piętka et al. 2019).

Indeed, the shape of FH at the front cross-section of a butt-log (stem height of 0.3 m) showed to be significantly different between infected and uninfected trees, being mostly star shaped on trees where \( M. giganteus \) was present and cloud shaped in visually healthy ones \( (p<0.001) \). Given that the observed mechanical stem damage did not have a significant effect on FH form according to the results of Fisher’s exact test \( (p=0.190) \), it can be concluded that the fungus is most responsible for the development of star shaped FH at the height of 0.3 m, as suggested by Necesany (1958) for fungi in general. Clear visual associations between FH shape and wounds in beech trees were not found by Wernsdörfer et al. (2005) either. In the majority of infected trees (83%), the shape of FH changed along the stem, which is a phenomenon also recognized on the stem and also the time period when new infections can occur. As fruiting bodies are of limited life span and deteriorate in 4 weeks on average, change in their appearance as shown in Appendix A, Fig. A1, should be taken into consideration when notifying tree infection status.

4. Discussion

Fruiting bodies of \( M. giganteus \) were found in 17 forest stands across the monitored area, on mature trees ageing between 99 and 133 years at the moment of the first notification of fungus, confirming the increase of common beech susceptibility to infection with age (Zmitrovich et al. 2019). More than half of infected trees were situated in two neighboring sub-compartments characterized by same age and similar growth conditions, PM 42a and PM 41b (MU Polumedjenjak). Given that wood-decay fungi predominantly spread via basidiospores produced in fruiting bodies, it is plausible that \( M. giganteus \) has been present in these most affected stands for a longer period of time, cumulatively building up the inoculum and infecting more trees, meaning that with time it could spread similarly in other sub-compartments, where it was confirmed in lower numbers. Young fruiting bodies were noticed in summer and autumn, as reported in literature (Krisai-Greilhuber 1992, Božac 2003, Schmidt 2006), on August 10 at the earliest and on October 31 at the latest in the year, with a life span between one and nine weeks, and massive sporulation in the third to fourth week. This data indicate the time frame when the fungus presence inside a tree can be...
observed on beech trees without signs of fungal infection in previous studies (Prka 2003, Trenciansky et al. 2017). Star-like FH prevailed in lower parts of stem of infected trees, whereas cloud-like one predominated above 5 m of stem height. Since the latter one is a typical form of sound heartwood as indicated by some authors (Sachsse 1991, Trenciansky et al. 2017), and given the previous results, it is possible that M. giganteus effect on FH shape might extend to as much as 5 m along the beech trunk. However, this should not be taken as the exact value, since no comparable observations at different stem heights were made on uninfected trees in this study.

False heartwood diameter at the front end of the first processed log, expressed as a share in diameter of stem cross-section at 0.3 m, was significantly bigger in infected trees, averagely amounting to more than 70%, in comparison with uninfected trees, where the average share was less than 27% (p < 0.001). No effect of stem damage category on FH share at this height was found (p = 0.364), implicating that M. giganteus infection and spread has a prevailing effect on FH enlargement at the stem base. The impact of forest stand characteristics was also excluded, as there was no significant difference in FH size between the two most affected subcompartments (PM 41b and PM 42a, p = 0.078), which is not surprising, as they are of the same age and corresponding properties. Račko et al. (2018) reported similar findings of no significant difference in discoloration, decay and red heartwood formation even among different sites and beech stands, opposite to some authors who found that growth conditions in forest can influence the heartwood occurrence (Torelli 1984, Büren 1997, Furst et al. 2006).

In both infected and uninfected trees, the share of FH significantly depended on stem height (p < 0.001), supporting the findings of other studies (Knoke and Wenderoth 2001, Račko and Čunderlík 2002). Most importantly, it was decreasing towards stem top in M. giganteus affected trees, and increasing in visually healthy ones. Other studies conducted on trees without visible fungal infections report that proportions of FH are usually the lowest in stem butts, and culminate at stem height of approximately 4–8 m (Racz et al. 1961, Kremp and Mark 1962, Vasiljević 1974, Arač 2005) or at 30–50% of the tree height (Sachsse 1991). This is explained by the fact that FH often forms in the crown and at stem bifurcations or branch scars, from where it extends downwards (Keller 1961, Wernsdörfer et al. 2006). The results obtained in this research thus imply that M. giganteus also causes significant increase of FH share above the stem height of 0.3 m, however, still in lower parts of beech trunks in comparison to uninfected trees. Using Potthoff modified Johnson-Neyman method, it was established that this significant impact extends to the height of 5.3 m, similar to the presumed height of fungus influence on FH shape, whereas no significant difference was found in FH size between 5.3 and 9 m stem height compared to uninfected trees. These results are in accordance with aforementioned studies reporting stem sections where size of sound FH reaches the highest values.

M. giganteus caused visible decay in the majority of analyzed trees (81%), extending averagely 0.5 m in a butt-log, with maximum rot length of even 1.3 m. These results confirm detrimental effect of fungus on value loss as observed in previous research (Wernsdörfer et al. 2005, Trenciansky et al. 2017, Piętka et al. 2019), since these parts of round wood need to be sawn off in order to classify the rest of the log in one of wood assortment quality classes, which leads to decrease of volume of most valuable trunk part. Statistical analysis confirmed that M. giganteus infection had predominant impact on both occurrence and expansion of decay, as there was no significant association between stem damage category and these parameters (p = 0.336; p = 0.472; respectively). Similar results were reported by Schumann and Dimitri (1993), who found only 25% of mechanical stem wounds to be infected by fungi, and Diehl and Seidenschnur (1990) who concluded that beech is more resistant to wound-invading microorganisms in comparison with other species. This points to negligible possibility of presence of other wood-decay fungi and corroborates the conclusion that M. giganteus caused the rot spreading from roots and root collars. However, 19% of the analyzed infected trees were decay free at the stump cross-section, which could be explained by biology of fungus and its probable presence in basal parts of tree under the height of the first cut (0.3 m) (Zmitrovich et al. 2019), from where it would probably spread up the stem and cause rot with time, being only moderately invasive considering the rate of beech wood degradation as observed by Piętka et al. (2019).

Overall results presented in this research indicate that M. giganteus has a significant effect on FH and rot in lower stem sections of beech trees, which are considered to be the most valuable parts of round wood. According to Bachmann (1990), the lower third of the trunk represents 60% of the volume and 90% of the value of the entire tree stem. European Union standards for beech round wood classification (HRN EN 1316-1:2012) list FH shape and size and rot occurrence and size as limiting factors for allocating processed logs in higher quality classes. According to these, star shaped FH and central rot are not permitted in most
valuable A class assortments, and are limited to 15% of assortment diameter in B, and 40% and 25% of assortment diameter in C quality class, respectively. The share of FH is limited to 15% and 30% of assortment diameter in A and B quality classes. As 87% of *M. giganteus* infected trees in this research revealed star-shaped FH at the height of 0.3 m, taking up averagely 70% of associated cross-section, and being affected by decay in 81% analyzed trees, almost certainly none of the butt-logs could be classified as A or B quality class assortments. Since fungal impact on FH showed to extend up to approximately 5 m, the second wood assortment is under a risk of degradation in lower quality class as well. Although decay caused by *M. giganteus* developed only in butt-logs (up to 1.3 m), this parameter is the most limiting one for log allocation in higher quality classes among the three ones observed according to EU standards. This is not surprising given that decay leads to significant rise in moisture content and loss of net calorific value, decreasing commercial value even of wood used as energy biomass (Piętka et al. 2019). Appointing processed logs to lower quality classes due to the so called unhealthy heartwood (star-shaped and/or decayed) causes significant losses of revenues from the sale of beech timber assortments, up to 20.48 €/m³ in comparison with loss of 5.38 €/m³ caused by sound forms of FH (Trenciansky et al. 2017).

5. Conclusions

*M. giganteus* distribution established in this research was limited to mature, more than 99 years old even-aged beech stands, confirming the increase of tree susceptibility to infections with age. The fungus predominantly attacked trees with none or only small visible mechanical wounds that could represent entrance points, implying that the majority of infections occurs via roots, from where the mycelium spreads upwards to the stem base, as fruiting bodies found in this study mostly developed on root collars. Generally, infection can be noticed only after emergence of fruiting bodies, which also serve as reservoirs of spores for further spread, mostly in the third and fourth week of their growth. Time frame for infection occurrence and recognition in this study was set to early August until November, possibly December, depending on the period of basidiocarp development and deterioration, which can last between one and nine weeks according to observations made.

As FH was noted not only on infected, but also on the majority of uninfected trees, it can be concluded that fungus does not have a decisive role in its formation, and that it is most probably the consequence of tree age and diameter increase as stated by other authors. Nevertheless, comparisons between infected and visually healthy trees showed that *M. giganteus* significantly affects the shape and size of already present FH up to about 5 m of stem height, causing its enlargement and metamorphosis from cloud- to star-shaped forms. The other detrimental effect of the fungus was revealed to be heart rot, extending averagely 0.5 m in the first wood assortment in the majority of infected trees, causing the loss of utilizable volume as these parts of round wood have to be sawn off due to impaired mechanical and technical properties. However, 19% of infected trees with no observable rot on the cross-section of the first cut, imply slower advance of decay from roots to stem bases in some cases, which gives forest managers the opportunity to utilize entire round wood of affected trees if the infection is noted on time.

Stem damage category showed to have no significant impact on FH shape and size, and occurrence and size of heart rot, confirming the prevailing role of the fungus. By affecting aforementioned parameters, *M. giganteus* subsequently has a significant impact on beech processed logs allocation in quality classes according to EU standards (HRN EN 1316-1:2012), which list them as limiting wood faults. Due to frequent occurrence of star-shaped and rot affected FH, encompassing on average about 70% of the first cut cross-section, almost certainly none of the butt-logs in analyzed infected trees could be designated to the highest quality classes. Given that fungal impact extended to the length of a second wood assortment, it is most likely that these sections of round wood would be appointed to lower quality classes as well.

The results presented in this study confirm harmful impact of *M. giganteus* infection on quality and thus the value of common beech round wood, by affecting the size and shape of FH and causing wood decay. Although the majority of infections noted in this research showed to be limited to two neighboring forest stands, the fungus could spread in others with time and cause devaluation if appropriate management measures are not undertaken, as mature stands are more susceptible to both FH formation and infection. Proposed management measures would be to monitor mature beech stands regularly for the signs of infection, i.e. fruiting bodies, and remove trees in the early stages of the process to prevent loss of round wood quality and further spread of the fungus.
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Appendix A

**Fig. A1** Example of development and deterioration of a fruiting body in an eight-week period